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April 10th. 2011.

Today. Th e strongest emotions so far. We turned off  the main road through Cordes Junction, onto a dusty desert road 
that made the bus driver swear. We got off  and approached a village we knew by the name Arcosanti. Wrapped concrete 
structures clung on to a rocky edge of a valley. Bells of bronze were ringing in the wind. A dramatic view intensifi ed by 
the red sun. Where were we supposed to go? 
- To the dorms, said someone. Paths, stairs, terraces, levels. Domes, arcs, circles. Spaces in the earth. Concrete, concrete, 
concrete. And the desert views. New unfamiliar spaces, almost sacred, still human. It felt used. It felt abandoned. Small 
sounds from a piano. Why was I so touched? Intoxicated by architecture? By the evening sun? By the desert?Students in 
perplexity, cameras in our hands. We walked into a lit up dining hall. A concrete structure in golden glory when hit by 
that red sunlight. A tall squared room with large circular openings that allowed our gaze to drift out. Allowed the desert 
to come inside. Th ere we sat around lit up tables. Had organic food among the indwellers. Amazed and delighted. Dusk 
was falling fast. I went exploring in the dark. A fl ashlight and whiskey in my pocket. Climbed some stairs up onto the 
huge concrete arcs. Th ere were the others. An euphoric moment up there. A sanctuary of concrete in the middle of the 
desert. Freedom. Vastness. Laying on our backs on the top of an arc in the night. Whiskey, cigarettes, beef jerky and the 
neverending milky way. I told Emil a native American story about seven little sisters that eventually became stars. Life is 
beautiful. 

Eventually it was colder and we returned to the dining hall. Had raspberry tea, mint tea and beer. Quite a stir when 
a black widow was found behind a trash bin. Th e indwellers insisted in not killing it, since it doesn’t go hunting but 
stays in the web... Help. We sat in a corner, singing and playing guitar for hours. Awaited Evas birthday. Guo, Anders, 
Aleksander, Eva, Marco and me. When the clock struck twelve we went up on the highest roof, with wine and cigarettes, 
whispering a birthday song, howling to the moon. Th e coyote answered! 

My immediate passion for Arcosanti still puzzles me. It was strong. Not logical. Th ere we were, set aside from 
the world for a while. I believe the aff ection arose by us being there, right in that moment, with our common 
experience in the group. Our tentative steps at fi rst, followed by curious voices. A slow accustomization to the 
place. In the end habituating a roof that no one else showed interest in. A part of a larger structure that we shared 
with people we’d never met before. Spaces inseparable from oneanother and the surrounding grounds. Giving 
an impression of evolving of its own through natural growth. Spontaneously and unplanned. An infrastructure, 
physically appropriating as little of the earth as possible, still claiming the whole valley in the attempt. 

Maja Knochenhauer.



BACKGROUND

Last semester I attended the course “Emergent Urbanities” at KTH, and wrote an essay about conditions and limits that defi ne “urbanity”. During the course I 
read Paul Virilio’s essay “Th e overexposed City” where he is stating that telecommunication (immaterial networks, that today might be translated to “Internet”?) 
are violating the meaning of built spaces in the city. He writes:

“Two procedures confront each other here: one is material, made up of physical elements, precisely situated walls, thresholds and levels; the other is immaterial, its 
representations, images and messages possessing neither locale nor stability, since they exist only as vectors of a momentary and instantaneous expression, with all the 
misinterpretations and manipulation of meaning that this implies.”1 [...] “If in the nineteenth century the lure of the city emptied agrarian space of its substance (cultural, 
social), at the end of the twentieth century it is urban space which loses in its turn its geographical reality. Th is reality is lost to the sole benefi t of instantaneous deportation 
systems whose technological intensity continuously upsets social structures: the deportation of people through the redeployment of production modes; the elimination of 
attention, of human confrontation, of the direct face-à-face, of the urban vis-à-vis, which all takes place at the level of the man/machine interface.” 2

Virilio states a clear disbelief in the built spaces in the city and foresees a quite dystopian future with a dissolved urbanity and deprived people in “suburbs of 
time”. 

Another text about similar issues is the essay by William J. Mitchell from 2003; “Boundaries/Network”.  Mitchell claims that our notion of home loses more 
and more geographical importance, and gradually transforms into consisting of social relations. He also elaborates on the distinction between the material and 
immaterial as two opposite conditions - where networks (immaterial) could not exist without the boundaries (material). In the essay he stresses that the material 
divides and the networks connect; 

“Th e boundaries defi ne a space of containers and places (the traditional domain of architecture), while the networks establish a space of links and fl ows. Walls, fences, and 
skins divide; paths, pipes and wires connect.” 3

I agree with Mitchell that our notion of “home” is changing. Nevertheless our lives take place in a physical reality that aff ect us every minute. I do not agree with 
Mitchell that the traditional domain of architecture, the material, divides.  I’m sure that spaces have strong abilities to connect, in many diff erent ways. So. I 
want to investigate in built spaces and structures, that make people interact and participate in our shared, built reality. In search for a new collective. 

I therefor want to challenge our notion of privacy and dwelling. To make us people, dwellers, residents, more contributory in the relations between one another, 
space and nature. To challenge us to cooperate and participate more with others. But still with the freedom to retreat into our own personal spheres again. Th e 
spheres that today might have grown too large, too isolated and too geographically independent, where our need of social interaction is satisfi ed in front of 
screens. 
1. Paul Virilio, “The overexposed city”, in Architecture Theory since 1968, ed. K Michael Hays (New York: MIT Press, 1998 [1984]), p 548
2. Virilio, “The overexposed city”, p 545
3. William J. Mitchell, “Boundaries/Networks (excerpts from Me++: the cyborg self and the networked city)”, in Constructing an Agenda: Archi-
tectural Theory  1993 - 2009, ed. A. Krista Sykes (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2010 [2003]), p 228



PROGRAM

A search for a new collective.
Dwellings for 30 people.
Size: ca 1000  m2
Context: Scandinavia today.

My aim is to search for a collective architecture. To create a building, or rather groups of buildings or quasi 
buildings, that have reasons to be together. I make a diff erence between “collective” as a social construct and 
collective form. My wish is to challenge the relation between public and private and create a building where a social 
construct of collectivity can occur. 

Th is is not an aim to draw a traditional “kollektivhus” as we know it, but to develop a collective architecture. 
Th ough, by chosing the program “dwellings” I hope that the discussion and possible confusion around collectivity 
will be fruitful. My goal is to create a structure that will invite for interaction, participation, contribution, and an 
awareness among the residents. An awareness towards one another, towards space and towards nature.  In the end 
I hope to present a structure that can release a new collective - a new way of living together in the world today.   

MATERIAL TO  SUBMIT

Sketches
- Models + texts
- Drawings
- Illustrations

Final Presentation of a building:
- Site plan & sections 1:500
- Plans & sections 1:100 / 1:50
- Models 1:100 / 1:50
- Model images / Collages / Illustrations
- Final text 

- Journal with text and sketches documenting the process.

“In an age in which people are communicating through 
various medias in non-physical spaces, it is the architects 
responsibility to make actual physical spaces for people 
to meet in real life.”

Kazuyo Sejima, Venice 2010  



PROCESS

I hope that my project rather will generate a discussion than giving answers. I intend to go for a speculative 
approach rather than pragmatic. Th ough, my interest is closely related to architecture, space, and what it can 
produce, and I therefor want to end up with a specifi c and precise building. I hope that theoretical studies 
can feed my spatial investigation. 

I see the progression of the project divided into three steps.

1) A spatial search + Th eory
Studies of internal and external spatial relationships of a physical structure, in search for a new collective.
Parallel reading, writing and discussing will aff ect the development.

2) Structure enters site
When the structure is ready it will enter into a site. I hope that this will give it more precision, and generate 
new questions that will push the architecture further. 

3) Inhabitation
30 people move into the fi nal structure. I am thinking of making a workshop with real people.



FUMIHIKO MAKI - THOUGHTS ON COLLECTIVE FORM

Urban society: A dynamic fi eld of interrealted forces. Heterogenous individuals, globalization, virtual world, 
rapid communication methods, complex, rapid change, disjointed, sometimes insensible, sometimes we are 
inable to order experience.... - Th e city-dweller is frustrated when human order cannot be found (instead 
results of mechanical and economic processes -> dweller is estranged and excluded.

How can architecture respond? Hierarchical order is wrong. 
Instead of obsession with single buildings -> make meaningful environments! 
Reexamine theory and vocabulary of architecture and single buildings... ->Collective form!

A search for a humanly signifi cant spatial order. A comprehensible, humanly evocative urban environment. 
A human collective scale, social aspects!

1) Compositional approach (classical) 2) Structural approach (megastructures) 3) Group form (historical vernacular)

Group form - My focus
Reciprocal both in design and operation.
Generative elements - Th e essence of collectivity, a unifying force, functionally, socially and spatially.
Reliance, Interdependence, Relational spaces, Homes and people.
Break hierarchies. Unify diverse elements while respecting the identity of each.

Linkage / Th e act of making linkage
Th e glue of the city, can be social (activity) / temporal (decay...) / spatial (physical form)
3D-linkage - transparent slabs
Space vs Movement
Latent links / Expressed links / Built-in links / Open links (links as integral part of both unit and system, 
imprecise, overlapping, shifting, subjective. 

To mediate

To defi ne

To repeat

To make a 
squential path

To select

KAN JAG OMSÄTTA IDÉN OM KOLLEKTIV FORM TILL ARKITEKTUR? ETT NYTT SÄTT ATT BO?



STAN ALLEN - FIELD CONDITIONS

“Th e order is not rationalistic and underlying but is siply order, like that of continuity, one thing after another.”
Donald Judd.

01 From object to fi eld.
02 Geometric vs algebraic combination
03 Walking out of cubism
04 Th ick 2D: Moirés, mats
05 Flocks, schools, swarms, crowds
06 Distributed institutions

Loosely bond aggregates.
Porosity.
Local interconnectivity.
Overall shape is fl uid.
Internal relationship of parts -> the behaviour of the fi eld

JÖRN UTZON - ADDITIVE ARCHITECTURE



VOCABULARY

unit / element
system / structure / fi eld
link / joint / meeting / construction 
movement
interstitial / in-between / transitional space
interval / repetition / seriality 

public / common / social / share / plural / collective
private / isolated / singular
behaviour / lifestyles / community / to dwell 

inward space / outward space
borders / limits / physicality / material / gravitation 
fragmentation / breaking up / addition / subtraction / levels

context / surroundings / insde vs outside

light / nature / water / wind / seasons



REFERENCE PROJECT

House N
Sou Fujimoto



REFERENCE PROJECT

Hunstad Code
Anders Abraham

Inhierarchical fi eld (not a grid). 

Greatest possible tension 
between units (that are roughly 
similar)

Functional and architectural 
homogenity + some simple 
programs that are service for all



REFERENCE PROJECT

Espansiva
Jörn Utzon



REFERENCE PROJECT

Skoleby i Herning
Jörn Utzon



REFERENCE PROJECT

Parr House
Pezo von Ellrichhausen



REFERENCE PROJECT

Moriyama House
SANAA



REFERENCE PROJECT

Schindler House
Rudolf Schindler



REFERENCE PROJECT

Villa Norrköping
Sverre Fehn



SCHEDULE      MONDAY  TUESDAY  WEDNESDAY  THURSDAY  FRIDAY   
             

v 35  27-31 aug    Program development       

v 36  3-7 sep     First sketch collective dwellings + Literature studies

v 37  10-14 sep    SWITZERLAND

v 38  17-21 sep    SWITZERLAND  Documentation + conclusion trip

v 39  24-28 sep    Sketch-phase collective dwellings        

v 40  1-5 okt     Sketch-phase collective dwellings

v 41  8-12 okt     NORWAY + choice of site in Oslo

v 42  15-19 okt    Quick site model     Documentation + conclusion trip

v 43   22-26 okt    Experiment with dwellings on site                        MID TERM CRIT

v 44   29-2 nov     Develop project on site

v 45   5-9 nov     Develop project on site

v 46  12-16 nov    Develop project on site

v 47  19-23 nov    Develop project on site

v 48  26-30 nov    Precise models and drawings

v 49  3-7 dec     Precise models and drawings

v 50  10-14 dec    Precise models and drawings

v 51  17-21 dec     Precise models and drawings    FINAL CRIT  Presentation material 

v 52  24-28 dec    Presentation material

v 1  31-4 jan     Presentation material

v 2  7-11 jan     Presentation material

v 3  14-18 jan     EXAMINATION WEEK


